Initiation of transcription within an RNA-polymerase binding site.
1. The 5'-terminal sequence of the RNA transcribed from bacteriophage fd replicative form DNA under the control of promotor region I has been determined to be ppp(Gp)nUpApApApGpApCpCpUpGpApUpUp. . . 2. This sequence is complementary to the 5'-terminal sequence of the minus strand of the corresponding RNA polymerase binding site I, the starting point for RNA synthesis lying approximately in the middle of the binding site. 3. This initial sequence is also transcribed faithfully from isolated complexes of RNA polymerase and binding site I, obtained by DNase digestion of complexes between RNA polymerase and fd replicative form DNA. These highly stable complexes can not be reconstituted from binding site and enzyme. 4. It is concluded that RNA polymerase binding site and initiation site are identical parts of a promoter region, and that no "drift" between these sites is required as a step in RNA chain initiation. An additional non-transcribed outside region is implicated as essential for full promoter function.